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Abstract

Recent advances in large-scale data collection have created new opportunities for
psychological scientists who study intergroup bias. By leveraging big data, researchers
can aggregate individual measures of intergroup bias into regional estimates to predict
outcomes of consequence. This small-but-growing area of study has already impacted
the field with well-powered research identifying relationships between regional
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intergroup biases and societally-important, ecologically-valid outcomes. In this chapter,
we summarize existing regional intergroup bias research and review relevant theoretical
perspectives. Next, we present new and recent evidence that cannot be explained by
existing theory, and offer a new perspective on regional intergroup bias that highlights
aggregation as changing its’ qualitative nature relative to individual intergroup bias. We
conclude with a discussion of some of the important challenges that regional inter-
group bias research will need to address in moving forward, focusing on issues of
prediction and causality; constructs, measures, and data sources; and levels of analysis.

Recent advances in large-scale data collection have created new oppor-

tunities for psychological scientists who study intergroup bias. Some disci-

plines, such as sociology, economics, and political science, have tested

hypotheses related to intergroup bias with region-level data for many

decades. However, until relatively recently, psychological data on inter-

group bias were primarily collected through small, controlled experiments

in laboratories on university campuses. Technology now facilitates the col-

lection of massive amounts of data from diverse populations and locations.

Whereas previously, collecting data across communities, states, or nations

often required significant time, logistics, and resources (e.g., to send teams

of research assistants into the field), data can now be collected online at large

scales for the relatively low costs of developing, maintaining, and promoting

a website. The internet has enabled psychology-related initiatives such as

Project Implicit, YourMorals, and the MyPersonality Project to collect data

from millions of interested visitors. Intergroup bias researchers can leverage

newly-available datasets like these to aggregate the responses of individuals

into regional estimates and, in conjunction with other sources of data,

predict outcomes of consequence.

This small-but-growing area of study has already had an impact by iden-

tifying relationships between regional intergroup biases and important,

real-world behavioral outcomes. For example, relative to local demo-

graphics, Black but not White people are disproportionately killed by police

in areas that are more racially prejudiced (Hehman, Flake, & Calanchini,

2018). Black but not White babies who are born in racially prejudiced

regions are more likely to be born prematurely and have low birth weight

(Orchard & Price, 2017). This regional approach to studying intergroup bias

offers several advantages over traditional laboratory-based approaches. By

aggregating the responses of geographically-proximate individuals on psy-

chological measures of bias—which can include traditional survey instru-

ments or indirect measures of bias such as the implicit association test

(IAT: Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998)—the regional approach
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allows systematic study of outcomes related to intergroup bias that are

important but happen relatively infrequently or are otherwise difficult to

isolate in the laboratory. Additionally, regional intergroup bias research

aligns well with new norms in scientific best practices. Regional analyses

often rely upon datasets that reflect very large and diverse samples, which

afford greater statistical validity and generalizability than do most laboratory-

based experiments. These datasets are often publicly available, which facilitates

transparency and open science. Moreover, whereas laboratory-based inter-

group bias research often contrives situations in order to study judgments

and behaviors, regional intergroup bias research instead examines the

real-world outcomes that laboratory-based research aspires to recreate. At

the same time, regional intergroup bias research has demonstrated that

psychological constructs provide explanatory power beyond the sociodemo-

graphic factors classically examined by other disciplines adopting a regional

approach (e.g., race, socioeconomic status, population density). In this capac-

ity, regional intergroup bias research brings a decidedly psychological per-

spective to bear on topics that have traditionally been the purview of other

social sciences.

Studies involving regional intergroup bias have now proliferated such

that a summary and synthesis will further advance this area of study.

Consequently, we begin this chapter with a review of the existing literature

on regional intergroup bias, followed by a discussion of theoretical perspec-

tives that are related to regional intergroup bias. Next, we present new and

recent evidence that cannot be explained by existing theory, offer a new per-

spective on regional intergroup bias, and conclude with discussion of some

of the important challenges that this area of research will need to address in

moving forward.

1. Empirical evidence for regional intergroup bias

The regional approach has been applied to predict a wide variety of

outcomes related to intergroup bias, and the impact of this work can already

be seen: At the time of writing, the 32 articles we summarize below have

been cited over 2585 times in total according to Google Scholar. Most of

this research has been conducted in the context of Black/White racial bias

in the United States, but some research has focused on biases in other inter-

group domains and other geographic regions. We summarize here some

examples of different contexts and domains in which regional intergroup

bias has predicted outcomes.
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1.1 Regional racial bias
Much of the regional research on Black/White racial bias highlights inequal-

ities in health outcomes in the United States. Black people are less likely to

have access to affordable health care and are more likely to die of circulatory

disease in US counties in which White people are more racially biased

(Leitner, Hehman, Ayduk, & Mendoza-Denton, 2016a; Zestcott, Ruiz,

Tietje, & Stone, 2021). More generally, county-level racial biases of

Black people are associated with Black mortality rates, and county-level

racial biases of White people are associated with White mortality rates

(Leitner, Hehman, Ayduk, & Mendoza-Denton, 2016b). Further, Black

but notWhite mothers who live in counties with stronger racial biases suffer

from more complicated pregnancies and more often give birth to low birth

weight babies (Orchard & Price, 2017). Relative to the local population,

Black but not White people are disproportionately killed by police in areas

where White residents have higher levels of racial bias (Hehman et al.,

2018). Similarly, Black but notWhite drivers are disproportionately stopped

by police in counties where White residents have higher levels of racial bias

(Ekstrom, Le Forestier, & Lai, 2022; Stelter, Essien, Sander, & Degner,

2022). Psychotherapy interventions are less effective for Black but not

White youth who live in states that are more racially biased (Price,

Weisz, et al., 2021), and Black but not White youth also have smaller hip-

pocampal volume in regions that are more racially biased (Hatzenbuehler

et al., 2021). HIV prevention interventions are less effective at improving

condom use among Black people in regions where White people are more

racially biased (Reid, Dovidio, Ballester, & Johnson, 2014). Racial minor-

ities disproportionately benefit from Medicaid programs, and states with

higher levels of racial bias spend less per Medicaid enrollee (Leitner,

Hehman, & Snowden, 2018). Taken together, regional racial biases predict

a wide variety of negative health outcomes for Americans—and, especially,

Black Americans.

In addition to health disparities, regional racial bias has been linked to a

wide variety of other outcomes and population characteristics in the

United States. Black children are adopted from foster care at lower rates

in states with higher levels of racial bias (Bell, Farr, Ofosu, Hehman, &

DeWall, 2021). In the context of education, Black students are disciplined

more and perform worse on tests than White students in counties where

teachers are more racially biased (Chin, Quinn, Dhaliwal, & Lovison,

2020) and where residents are more racially biased (Riddle & Sinclair,

2019), and achievement gaps between Black and White students are larger
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in counties were residents are more racially biased (Pearman, 2021). Racial

bias is also higher on college campuses with less diverse faculty (Vuletich &

Payne, 2019), in counties where Black people have less economic mobility

(Payne, Vuletich, & Brown-Iannuzzi, 2019), and in states with greater

prevalence of infectious disease (O’Shea, Watson, Brown, & Fincher,

2019), higher crime rates ( Johnson & Chopik, 2019), higher levels of

violence and economic inequality (Kunst, Fischer, Sidanius, & Thomsen,

2017), higher internet search rates for racial slurs (Hehman, Calanchini,

Flake, & Leitner, 2019; Rae, Newheiser, & Olson, 2015), higher propor-

tions of Black people in the population (Rae et al., 2015), and where higher

proportions ofWhite residents endorse the sentiment that race receives “too

much attention” in America today (Hehman et al., 2019).

1.2 Other Regional Intergroup Biases
Thoughmost regional intergroup bias research to date has focused on Black/

White racial bias specifically in the United States, some research has focused

on biases in other intergroup domains and other geographic regions. Gender

and sexuality biases, in particular, are linked to a variety of regional out-

comes. Psychotherapy interventions are less effective for girls but not boys

who live in more sexist communities (Price, McKetta, et al., 2021), and

middle school-aged girls lag behind their male peers in science achievement

in countries with stronger career-related gender stereotypes (Nosek et al.,

2009). Gay men and lesbian women in the United States are more likely

to move away from regions where community members more strongly

endorse anti-gay policies (Esposito & Calanchini, 2022). People with

HIV in the New England area of the United States report higher levels of

psychological distress and lower levels of physical well-being in communi-

ties with higher levels of bias against people with HIV (Miller, Varni,

Solomon, DeSarno, & Bunn, 2016). Much of this research focuses on

disparities that negatively impact members of stigmatized groups, but recent

work from our labs highlights one encouraging trend: Sexuality biases

became more positive toward gay men and lesbians after legalization of

same-sex marriage in the United States (Ofosu, Chambers, Chen, &

Hehman, 2019).

In addition to biases related to race, gender, and sexuality, a handful

of other intergroup biases have been studied from a regional perspective.

More people attended unity rallies after the Charlie Hebdo terrorist

attacks in regions of France with lower average levels of anti-Arab bias
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(Zerhouni, Rougier, & Muller, 2016). Bias against Native Americans

increased following the removal of Native American sports mascots, and

especially in the American states where the mascots’ teams resided

( Jimenez, Arndt, & Helm, 2021). Asians are perceived to be less American

in metropolitan areas where relatively fewer Asian Americans reside

(Devos & Sadler, 2019; Devos, Sadler, Perry, & Yogeeswaran, 2021).

Countries with higher proportions of overweight residents have higher

average levels of bias in favor of thin vs overweight people (Marini

et al., 2013).

Taken together, existing research on regional intergroup bias has exam-

ined a wide variety of outcomes, but at the same time this work has largely

been clustered in one domain and in one context: Black/White racism in the

United States. On the one hand, such a restricted range hinders the gener-

alizability of findings from this body of research—a point we elaborate on

later in this chapter. However, on the other hand, this relative focus can also

be healthy for the field because it provides a basis for deeper investigations

into the construct validity and psychometrics of intergroup bias as a regional

construct.

1.3 The construct validity and psychometrics of regional
racial bias

Psychology has traditionally conceptualized intergroup biases as existing

within people (e.g., Allport, 1954). Consequently, measures of intergroup

bias were developed and validated to be used at the individual level based

on theory articulated at the individual level. However, and importantly,

validity evidence for a measure of a construct is necessarily limited to a spe-

cific use or purpose (Kane, 2013), so new evidence is needed when an

established measure is used in a new context, in order to assess whether

the previously established interpretation is valid in the new context.

With this perspective in mind, we embarked on an investigation into the

construct validity and psychometrics of regional racial bias (Hehman et al.,

2019). As indices of construct validity, we focused on the predictive and dis-

criminant validity of regional measures of racial bias. Predictive validity

refers to the extent that an operationalization of a construct (in this case,

regional racial bias) corresponds with theoretically-relevant outcomes,

whereas discriminant validity refers to the extent that the operationalization

does not correspond with theoretically-unrelated outcomes. In a demon-

stration of predictive validity, we found that states with higher levels of racial
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bias also had higher proportions of internet searches that included racial slurs

(see also Rae et al., 2015). The evidence reviewed above, in Section 1.1, also

demonstrates the predictive validity of regional racial bias. In a demonstra-

tion of discriminant validity, we found that state-level racial bias was

unrelated to state-level birth rates.1 Taken together, these examples demon-

strate the construct validity of regional racial bias, in that it correlates with

outcomes that are theoretically related to bias, but does not correlate with

outcomes that are theoretically unrelated to bias.

To examine the psychometrics of regional racial bias, we investigated

correspondence between different measures of regional racial bias. Racial

bias—and intergroup bias more generally—can be measured in two main

ways: explicitly and implicitly (Fig. 1). Explicit measures rely on self-report

through methods such as feeling thermometers, semantic differentials, or

Likert-type response scales. In contrast, implicit measures such as the IAT

(Greenwald et al., 1998) and affect misattribution procedure (AMP:

Payne, Cheng, Govorun, & Stewart, 2005) infer biases through the speed

or accuracy of responses, rather than from the contents of responses,

per se.2 Previous research has demonstrated that, at the individual level,

measures of explicit bias generally demonstrate good retest reliability but

measures of implicit bias generally demonstrate poor retest reliability

(Gawronski, Morrison, Phills, & Galdi, 2017; Nosek, Greenwald, &

Banaji, 2005; Lai & Wilson, 2021). In contrast, in our investigation into

the psychometrics of regional racial bias we found that measures of explicit

and implicit racial bias both generally demonstrate poor retest reliability

when aggregated to relatively small region levels (i.e., county), and only

approach conventionally-acceptable levels of reliability at large region

(i.e., state) levels. Similarly, whereas measures of explicit and implicit bias

generally correlate modestly at the individual level, ranging r¼ [0.14 – 0.35]

1 Other researchers have used a similar approach to demonstrate the discriminant validity of regional

racial bias. Payne et al. (2019) found that regional variation in the proportion of enslaved population

before the American Civil War reliably correlated with regional estimates of racial bias, but not with

regional estimates of weight or gender bias. Riddle and Sinclair (2019) found that regional racial dis-

parities in school-based disciplinary actions reliably correlated with regional estimates of racial bias, but

not with regional estimates of sexuality bias.
2 In this manuscript, we use the term “implicit” to mean “indirect.” Thus, an “implicit measure” assesses

mental contents indirectly. We use the term “association” to refer to one of the mental constructs

assessed by implicit measures, but make no strong assumptions about the representational nature of

the constructs assessed by implicit measures.
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(e.g., Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014; Charlesworth & Banaji, 2019;

Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009; Hofmann, Gawronski,

Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005; Nosek et al., 2007; Oswald,

Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2013), we found that the correla-

tion between explicit and implicit bias increased as the size of the regional

unit increased, with state-level correlations as high as r¼0.85 (Hehman

et al., 2019). This large state-level correlation suggests that regional mea-

sures of explicit and implicit bias may largely assess the same construct.

Explicit Racial Bias
N = 1,424,882

Implicit Racial Bias
N = 2,137,851

Explicit Sexuality Bias
N = 664,703

Implicit Sexuality Bias
N = 692,891

Explicit Weight Bias
N = 341,690

Implicit Weight Bias
N = 1,014,189

Fig. 1 Maps of explicit (left) and implicit (right) regional intergroup biases, as reflected
in the responses of Project Implicit visitors. Note. Maps generated using distance-based
weighting (Brenner, 2017; Ebert et al., 2022). Specifically, we used the most fine-grained
geographical information available in the data (i.e., visitor’s county of residence) and
calculated a score for each geographical unit that is based on all observations in the
data. Thus, each observation is weighted according to its distance to the target geo-
graphical unit. To depict distributional patterns across the U.S., we defined a log-logistic
weighting scheme in which observations that are up to 20 miles away from the target
geographical unit receive a weight of nearly one, observations that are 50 miles away
receive a weight of 0.5 and observations further away than 80 miles receive a weight of
nearly zero.
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However, interpretation of the state-level correlation is complicated by

two related facts: aggregation increases the internal consistency of a

measure by canceling out measurement error (Rushton, Brainerd, &

Pressley, 1983), and internal consistency places an upper limit on how

strongly two measures can correlate (Nunnally, 1970; Spearman, 1904).

Consequently, an alternate interpretation of these high state-level cor-

relations is that they simply reflect a known consequence of aggregation

(i.e., canceling out measurement error to improve internal consistency).

To test this possibility, we re-analyzed the aggregated state-level data with

participants’ locations randomly assigned.3 If aggregating individuals’

responses on measures of explicit and implicit racial bias to region levels

only cancels out measurement error, we should expect the observed large

state-level explicit/implicit correlation to persist when participants are

aggregated into states that do not reflect their true location. However,

if location per se influences individuals’ responses on measures of explicit

and implicit racial bias, then the systematic influence of location will be

lost when participants’ locations are randomly assigned. We found support

for the latter possibility, such that the state-level correlation between

explicit and implicit bias was not reliably different from zero when partic-

ipants’ assigned state did not reflect their true location. Consequently, we

interpret this pattern of results to indicate that measures of regional racial

bias capture a meaningful construct that is geographically distributed.

2. Theoretical perspectives on regional intergroup bias

Because psychology has traditionally conceptualized intergroup biases

as attributes of people (e.g., Allport, 1954), bias is typically conceptualized to

reflect a stable property of persons, and responses on measures of intergroup

bias are interpreted to reflect the amount of bias a person carries with them

from situation to situation. Consequently, regional differences in intergroup

bias can be interpreted to reflect a greater proportion of biased people in

some regions than in other regions. However, some theoretical perspectives

3 This approach is conceptually analogous to permutation tests used to evaluate machine learning algo-

rithms (e.g., Ojala & Garriga, 2010). In a permutation test, one algorithm is trained to distinguish

between two classes (e.g., pigs vs dogs) using a dataset in which the images are correctly labeled.

Next, another algorithm is trained on the same dataset but with image labels randomly assigned

(e.g., some pigs are labeled as dogs). In a subsequent testing phase, if the algorithm trained on the

correctly-labeled images demonstrates a higher classification accuracy rate than the algorithm trained

on randomly-labeled images, then the correctly-trained algorithm is inferred to have identified a true

class structure in the data.
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also conceptualize bias as a property of contexts, and propose mechanisms

by which bias can be created and perpetuated as a macro-psychological

construct—one that exists beyond the mind of a single individual. We

review these theories here, as well as other theoretical perspectives that

are related to conceptualizations of macropsychological phenomena

more generally, inasmuch as they inform our understanding of regional

intergroup bias.

2.1 Prejudice-in-places
Building upon individual-level conceptualizations of bias, the Prejudice-

in-places model (Murphy, Kroeper, & Ozier, 2018; Murphy & Walton,

2013) posits that intergroup biases can also exist within places. Specifically,

a place can be characterized as prejudiced when it creates predictable and

systematic inequalities in experience and outcomes because of people’s social

group memberships that afford advantages to people from some groups while

disadvantaging people from other groups (Murphy & Walton, 2013). This

distinction between prejudiced people vs places largely maps onto the

sociological distinction between individual and institutional discrimination

(Pincus, 1996).

The Prejudice-in-places model proposes a number of ways in which

places can become prejudiced. Places can be prejudiced when practices,

policies, or procedures disadvantage some groups relative to others, even

when the practices seem neutral on their face (i.e., disparate impact).

Similarly, places can be prejudiced when they rely on decision criteria that

disadvantage members of some groups relative to others. For example,

accredited American law schools’ admission criteria typically weigh under-

graduate GPA at about 40% and LSAT scores at about 60%; however,

women have higher GPAs but lower LSAT scores than do men, on average

(Wightman, 1998). Thus, criteria that would appear to apply to all groups

equally instead systematically benefit one group over another.

Places can also be prejudiced when they impose greater psychological

burden on some groups than others. For example, in contexts where

certain groups are negatively stereotyped or numerically underrepresented,

members of these groups can become physically and psychologically

vigilant for cues of belonging and inclusion—which, in turn, negatively

impacts motivation and performance (Cheryan, Plaut, Davies, & Steele,

2009; Murphy, Steele, & Gross, 2007; Walton & Cohen, 2007).
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Similarly, places can be prejudiced when members of some groups but not

others must hide or change aspects of their identities in order to excel in the

environment.

Taken together, the Prejudice-in-places model describes a variety of

formal (e.g., policies) and informal (e.g., norms) ways in which places can

be biased against members of some groups. Murphy and Walton (2013),

Murphy, Kroeper, & Ozier, 2018 largely articulate the attributes of

prejudiced places in terms of organizations, rather than in terms of geogra-

phy, so the Prejudice-in-places model is not explicitly specified as a model of

regional intergroup bias. Nevertheless, some tenets of the model can be

readily scaled to regions. For example, at first glance, state budgeting prior-

ities in Medicaid spending might seem to affect all state residents equally.

However, racial minorities disproportionately rely on public health pro-

grams, so they are disproportionately impacted by policies that dictate

Medicaid funding—and especially so in states with higher levels of regional

racial bias (Leitner et al., 2018).

2.2 Bias of Crowds
Like the Prejudice-in-places model (Murphy et al., 2018; Murphy &Walton,

2013), the Bias of Crowds model (Payne, Vuletich, & Lundberg, 2017a)

conceptualizes intergroup bias as a property of contexts. However, the

models differ in their focus on the constructs reflected in different measures

of intergroup bias. Whereas the Prejudice-in-places model generally makes

no strong distinction between the contributions of explicit vs implicit

bias to contextual prejudice, the Bias of Crowds model proposes that

implicit bias specifically reflects the influence of situational and environmental

factors.

In support of this conceptualization of implicit intergroup bias as a prop-

erty of contexts, the Bias of Crowds model offers three main pieces of evi-

dence. First, implicit bias effects among individuals are robust: relative

implicit preferences for one group over another consistently appear in the

aggregate in theoretically-consistent directions (i.e., in favor of ingroups

and/or high-status groups; Greenwald et al., 2009; Kurdi et al., 2019).

Moreover, interventions to change individuals’ implicit biases last only a

short time, with average implicit biases quickly returning to their baseline

levels (Lai et al., 2016). The consistency and durability of implicit biases

suggest that implicit bias as a construct is relatively stable. The most
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prominently-used implicit measures (i.e., the IAT: Greenwald et al., 1998;

and the AMP: Payne et al., 2005) also demonstrate good internal

consistency, but routinely demonstrate relatively poor retest reliability

(e.g., Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014; Cunningham, Preacher, & Banaji, 2001;

Gawronski et al., 2017; Lai & Wilson, 2021). Taken together, this pattern

of findings suggests the puzzling conclusion that implicit bias is stable in the

aggregate but not stable within individuals. Second, and related, young chil-

dren demonstrate implicit biases of similar magnitude to adults, which sug-

gests that implicit bias is learned early and remains stable over the lifespan,

but this conclusion is incongruous with observed low retest reliability

(Gawronski et al., 2017; Lai & Wilson, 2021). Third, and perhaps most

closely related to the present chapter, the average effect size for the relation-

ship between individual-level implicit bias and behavioral outcomes is typ-

ically relatively small in magnitude (e.g., Forscher et al., 2019; Greenwald

et al., 2009; Kurdi et al., 2019; Oswald et al., 2013), but regional implicit

bias tends to exhibit relatively stronger relationships with behavioral out-

comes (e.g., Hehman et al., 2018; Leitner et al., 2016a, 2016b).

The Bias of Crowds model reconciles these seemingly-contradictory

findings by concluding that implicit bias is not a stable property of individ-

uals but, instead, reflects the aggregate effect of individual fluctuations in

context-dependent concept accessibility. Payne and colleagues attribute

these contextual effects to a variety of factors, ranging from historical ante-

cedents (Payne et al., 2019) to structural inequality (Vuletich & Payne, 2019)

to biased mass media depictions (Weisbuch, Pauker, & Ambady, 2009), seg-

regated housing patterns, and norms and policies instituted in legal and edu-

cation systems (Payne et al., 2017a). To the extent that structural features are

relatively slow to change, we should expect regional aggregates of implicit

bias to demonstrate higher retest reliability than individual intergroup

bias—a prediction that is supported by previous research. Whereas the retest

reliability of individual implicit bias generally ranges r¼0.31–0.45 across

testing intervals of a few hours to a few months (Bar-Anan & Nosek,

2014; Cunningham et al., 2001; Gawronski et al., 2017), the year-over-year

retest reliability of state-level implicit bias can be as high as r¼0.76 (Hehman

et al., 2019; Payne et al., 2017a). Though not wholly discounting the influ-

ence of individual-level factors, Payne and colleagues conclude that implicit

bias measures reflect cultural stereotypes and structural inequalities in the

environment (Vuletich & Payne, 2019) and “…are better measures of situ-

ations or social environments than of persons” (Gawronski & De Houwer,

2014, p. 52). In turn, Payne and colleagues position the Bias of Crowds
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perspective as a bridge that connects traditional, individual-level theories of

implicit bias to theories that conceptualize prejudice in terms of structures

and institutions (Payne, Vuletich, & Lundberg, 2017b).4

2.3 Related theoretical perspectives
The Prejudice-in-places (Murphy et al., 2018; Murphy & Walton, 2013)

and Bias of Crowds (Payne et al., 2017a) models both conceptualize inter-

group bias as a property of places or contexts which, in turn, have implica-

tions specifically for regional intergroup bias as a construct. Other, related

theoretical perspectives propose a variety of mechanisms explaining regional

psychological phenomena more generally. For example, Rentfrow,

Gosling, and Potter (2008) propose a model of regional variation in psycho-

logical characteristics that could give rise to macro-psychological constructs.

The model consists of three interrelated mechanisms: regional differences in

the prevalence of psychological characteristics, regional differences in

behaviors related to psychological characteristics, and geographic manifesta-

tions of psychological characteristics. Though their model is articulated to

apply to psychological characteristics in general, Rentfrow et al. (2008) offer

a specific example in the context of intergroup bias. If a relatively large pro-

portion of biased people live in a region (e.g., because of selective migra-

tion), then biased behaviors (e.g., discrimination) should occur relatively

more often in that region than in regions where smaller proportions of biased

people live. People who live in a biased region but are not initially biased

themselves may eventually become biased through repeated interactions

with biased people (e.g., social influence) or by repeatedly observing biased

behaviors (e.g., learning). Local clustering of biased people may eventually

manifest regionally as outcomes (e.g., segregation) and institutions (e.g.,

biased laws)—and these biased outcomes and institutions can, in turn,

perpetuate more biased behaviors and beliefs locally.

4 Though the IAT was developed to assess personal attitudes (Greenwald et al., 1998), some researchers

have argued that responses on the IAT reflect “extrapersonal associations” (Olson & Fazio, 2004) or

“environmental associations” (Karpinski & Hilton, 2001). To the extent that the IAT assesses con-

structs that originate—or exist entirely—outside of the individual, as Payne and colleagues suggest,

then the evidence we review and the perspectives we propose in this chapter connecting regional biases

to contextual factors are perhaps unsurprising. That said, concerns about extrapersonal or environmen-

tal associations have largely been articulated in the context of the IAT, but are not situated to explain

regional bias effects obtained with other measures, either implicit or explicit. Consequently, these con-

cerns highlight the importance of regional intergroup bias research that relies on measures other than

the IAT—a point we elaborate on later in this chapter.
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Other generalized theoretical perspectives also offer insight into the

development or perpetuation of regional intergroup bias. For example,

social impact theory (Latan�e, 1981) posits that local clustering of attitudes

and beliefs can occur when individuals engage in repeated social inter-

actions. Consequently, intergroup bias operationalized regionally may

reflect the aggregate of the biases of the individuals that reside in a given

region. However, regional bias may not reflect simply the aggregate of indi-

vidual biases. Indeed, social psychology has been criticized for using the

“group” as shorthand for the average of individual phenomena (Hornsey,

2008), rather than treating groups and individuals as distinct levels of analysis.

Other theoretical perspectives address this distinction between levels of anal-

ysis (e.g., Oishi & Graham, 2010; Pettigrew, 1997; Rentfrow et al., 2008) by

proposing recursive relationships in which individual attitudes and beliefs

become manifest in social structures (e.g., laws, institutions) that, in turn,

influence the attitudes and beliefs of the individuals in that region (e.g.,

Ebert, G€otz, Gladstone, M€uller, &Matz, 2021). Not only can such recursive

relationships reinforce the individual biases that initially created the social

structures, but they can also lead to emergent phenomena that are qualita-

tively distinct from the sum of their individual inputs (Smaldino, 2014).

3. The puzzle of explicit vs implicit intergroup bias
at the region level

Because intergroup bias has traditionally been conceptualized as a

property of individuals (Allport, 1954; Murphy & Walton, 2013), explicit

and implicit measures of intergroup bias were developed and validated to

be used at the individual level based on theory articulated at the individual

level. The task procedures of implicit measures were designed to constrain

the influence of controlled processes (i.e., processes that are accessible to

conscious introspection, can be deliberately initiated or terminated, require

cognitive resources, and operate relatively slowly; Moors & De Houwer,

2006) to a greater degree than do the task procedures of explicit measures.

Consequently, dual-process models of social cognition generally agree in

interpreting individual-level responses on explicit and implicit bias measures

to reflect distinct constructs (e.g., Cunningham, Zelazo, Packer, & Van

Bavel, 2007; Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999; Gawronski & Bodenhausen,

2006; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Supporting this distinction between

individual-level explicit and implicit bias, a large body of evidence at the

individual level shows that explicit and implicit measures independently
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predict behavior (Axt, Bar-Anan, & Vianello, 2020), change at differing

rates (Charlesworth & Banaji, 2019), and are sensitive to different infor-

mation (Cao & Banaji, 2016). Additionally, measures of explicit and

implicit bias correlate only modestly at the individual level. For example,

among measures of individual racial bias, meta-analyses and other large-scale

analyses converge on explicit/implicit correlations that range r ¼ [0.14�0.35]

(Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014; Charlesworth & Banaji, 2019; Greenwald et al.,

2009; Hofmann et al., 2005; Nosek et al., 2007; Oswald et al., 2013).

Similarly, among measures of individual sexuality bias, explicit/implicit cor-

relations range r¼ [0.17�0.43] (Charlesworth & Banaji, 2019; Greenwald

et al., 2009; Nosek et al., 2007). That said, modest correlations between

individual-level measures of explicit and implicit bias cannot be interpreted

as incontrovertible evidence of distinct constructs because many implicit

measures demonstrate poorer internal consistency than do explicit measures

(see Gawronski et al., 2017), and internal consistency imposes an upper limit

on the extent to which two measures can correlate (Nunnally, 1970;

Spearman, 1904). However, the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) and the

AMP (Payne et al., 2005) demonstrate conventionally-accepted levels of

internal consistency (Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014; Gawronski et al.,

2017; Lai & Wilson, 2021), and statistically accounting for measurement

error produces only a medium-sized correlation between explicit and implicit

measures (Cunningham et al., 2001).

The modest correlations between individual-level explicit and implicit

bias are, at first glance, difficult to reconcile with recent findings from

our own research on regional intergroup biases. When aggregated to region

levels, correlations between estimates of explicit and implicit racial bias

increase with the size of the regional unit (Hehman et al., 2019): explicit

and implicit racial bias correlate as high as r ¼0.27 at a relatively small

(county) region level, r ¼0.77 at larger (core-based statistical area) levels,

and r ¼0.85 at the largest (state) level. Similarly, measures of explicit and

implicit sexuality bias correlate strongly at the state level, r ¼0.88 (Ofosu

et al., 2019). Whereas modest correlations between individual-level explicit

and implicit bias can be interpreted to reflect either distinct constructs or

differences in measurement error, substantial correlations between regional

explicit and implicit bias offer relatively straightforward evidence that they

largely assess the same construct.

Naturally, we cannot draw firm conclusions about the qualitative nature

of regional intergroup bias based on observations in two domains (i.e., race,

sexuality). Consequently, we report here meta-analyses of the correlations
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between explicit and implicit regional intergroup bias in Project Implicit

(https://implicit.harvard.edu) data reflecting intergroup biases across

13 domains. We included responses from US-based participants who com-

pleted an IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) that assessed the extent to which

groups are associated with either evaluations (i.e., attitudes: Fazio, Chen,

McDonel, & Sherman, 1982), or attributes (i.e., stereotypes; Hamilton,

1981), as well as corresponding explicit measures. Race and Age data were

collected between 2002 and 2020; Religion data were collected between

2004 and 2009; Sexuality data were collected in 2004 and between 2006

and 2020; Gender-science data were collected between 2003 and 2020;

Gender-career data were collected between 2005 and 2020; and all other

data were collected between 2004 and 2020. All data are available at

https://osf.io/y9hiq/, and scripts for all analyses reported in this chapter

are available at https://osf.io/bsxc9/.

As an index of implicit bias, we relied on the D-score (Greenwald,

Nosek, & Banaji, 2003), which quantifies in terms of response latency the

extent to which one vs another social group facilitates responses to words

related to evaluations (i.e., pleasant vs unpleasant) or attributes (e.g., harm-

less, dangerous). In the context of the attitude IATs,D-scores are coded such

that higher values indicate a greater relative preference for the normatively

higher status group over the normatively lower status group. In the context

of the stereotype IATs, D-scores are coded such that higher values indicate

stronger associations consistent with cultural stereotypes.

We computed indices of explicit bias to be analogous to the IAT

D-score.5 For the attitude measures, we subtracted each participant’s

response on the single-item preference measure for the normatively lower

status group from their single-item preference response for the normatively

higher status group. For the stereotype measures, we subtracted each

participant’s response on the single-item attribute measure for the norma-

tively lower status group from their single-item attribute measure for the

normatively higher status group.

Based on each participant’s self-reported location information, we

aggregated D-scores and explicit measure difference scores into state-level

5 Previous regional intergroup bias research has operationalized regional explicit attitude bias in terms of

feeling thermometers (Hehman et al., 2019; Ofosu et al., 2019), but there are no thermometers for the

stereotypemeasures in the Project Implicit data. Consequently, in the present work we operationalized

explicit bias in terms of single-item measures to be consistent across attitude and stereotype domains.

Our attitude meta-analytic results were virtually identical when we used feeling thermometers instead

of single-item explicit preference scores, which can be viewed at https://osf.io/bsxc9/.
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estimates (N ¼51, including Washington D.C.). Then, we calculated the

correlation between state-level explicit and implicit bias for each intergroup

domain, and meta-analyzed these correlations across domains, separately for

attitude and stereotype measures, using the R package metacor (Balduzzi,

R€ucker, & Schwarzer, 2019).

The results of these meta-analyses are depicted in Fig. 2A and B. For the

eight attitude measures, the meta-analytic correlation between state-level

explicit and implicit intergroup bias is r ¼0.66, which is a large effect

according to Cohen’s (1992) criteria (see also Lovakov & Agadullina,

2021), fixed effect 95% CI [0.60, 0.71], random effects 95% CI [0.32,

0.85]. For the five stereotype measures, the meta-analytic correlation

Fig. 2 Meta-analyses of the correlation between explicit and implicit measures of
state-level intergroup bias. Note. Top panel (A) reflects attitude domains, and bottom
panel (B) reflects stereotype domains. Squares reflect point estimates of state-level cor-
relations between explicit and implicit bias, and error bars reflect 95% confidence
intervals.
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between state-level explicit and implicit intergroup bias is r ¼0.33, which

is a medium effect, fixed effects 95% CI [0.21, 0.43], random effects 95%

CI [0.18, 0.46].6

The large meta-analytic estimate of the relationship between regional

explicit and implicit attitude measures corroborates our previous findings

in the domains of race and sexuality (Hehman et al., 2019; Ofosu et al.,

2019), and is far larger than individual-level correlations between the

same measures reported previously (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014; Charlesworth

& Banaji, 2019; Greenwald et al., 2009; Hofmann et al., 2005; Nosek

et al., 2007; Oswald et al., 2013). At the same time, the magnitudes of

regional explicit/implicit correlations are heterogeneous across attitude

domains: correlations in the domains of sexuality and religion approach

one, but correlations in the domains of disability and weight are not diffe-

rent from zero. However, the meta-analytic estimate of the relationship

between regional explicit and implicit stereotype measures is smaller than

the estimate for regional attitude measures, and there is less heterogeneity

in the magnitude of regional explicit/implicit correlations across stereotype

domains than there is across attitude domains. That said, the regional

stereotype correlation meta-analytic estimate is larger than individual-level

correlations between explicit and implicit stereotype measures: very well-

powered previous research at the individual level (Nosek et al., 2007) has

revealed explicit/implicit correlations for the five stereotype measures

we report here that range from r¼0.15 (Race-weapons) to r ¼0.22

(Gender-science).

Several conclusions can readily be drawn from this pattern of results.

First, the relatively small regional stereotype meta-analytic estimate, and

the heterogeneity in regional attitude correlations, speak against the possi-

bility that the large effect sizes that routinely emerge in regional analyses only

reflect reduced measurement error as a function of aggregation (e.g.,

Connor & Evers, 2020). Aggregation reduces random error (Rushton

et al., 1983), and random error places an upper limit on how strongly

two measures can correlate (Nunnally, 1970; Spearman, 1904). Because

aggregation raises the upper limit on how strongly two measures can

6 We include confidence intervals for both fixed and random effects for the sake of completeness.

However, the random effects confidence intervals should be interpreted cautiously because simulation

studies indicate that relatively small numbers of clusters (as we have here) lead to biased estimates of

standard errors (Maas & Hox, 2005).
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correlate, aggregation may reveal larger (true) regional correlations but

would not cause smaller (false) ones. Moreover, instead of aggregation uni-

formly inflating all correlations, the range of correlations reflected in our

meta-analyses (which spans [�0.03, 0.94]) suggests that regional explicit

and implicit bias measures reflect an underlying process (or processes) that

varies across domains. Second, the large regional attitude meta-analytic cor-

relation suggests that regional explicit and implicit attitude measures largely

assess the same construct. However, this interpretation would seem to be at

odds with theoretical perspectives that conceptualize individual-level

explicit and implicit bias as distinct constructs (e.g., Cunningham et al.,

2007; Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006;

Strack & Deutsch, 2004).

Two theoretical perspectives specifically focus on intergroup bias as a

property of situations: the Prejudice-in-places model (Murphy et al.,

2018; Murphy & Walton, 2013) and the Bias of Crowds model (Payne

et al., 2017a). The Prejudice-in-places model does not distinguish between

explicit vs implicit bias but, instead, focuses primarily on intentional (i.e.,

institutional) vs unintentional (i.e., structural) bias (see also Pincus, 1996).

Consequently, the Prejudice-in-places model does not offer a perspective

to interpret large correlations between regional measures of explicit and

implicit bias. In contrast, the Bias of Crowds model (Payne et al., 2017a)

focuses on implicit bias as a property of contexts and situations and, thus,

would seem to be better positioned to explain large regional correlations.

That said, the Bias of Crowds model is not articulated to account for explicit

intergroup bias at either individual or region levels. Indeed, two of the three

pillars upon which the Bias of Crowds model is built do not apply to explicit

intergroup bias. Specifically, the poor retest reliability of individuals’ implicit

biases suggests that implicit bias is not a stable property of persons, but indi-

viduals’ explicit biases demonstrate good retest reliability (e.g., Gawronski

et al., 2017), which suggests that explicit biases are stable properties of per-

sons. Similarly, the observed correspondence between the implicit biases of

young children and adults suggest that implicit bias reflects the shared envi-

ronments in which both children and adults reside, but children demonstrate

higher explicit biases than do adults (e.g., Baron & Banaji, 2006), which sug-

gests that explicit biases do not reflect shared environments. Thus, neither

the Bias of Crowds model, nor any other existing theoretical perspective

on intergroup bias that we are aware of, provides a mechanism to explain

large correlations between regional explicit and implicit evaluative bias.
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4. Toward a new perspective on regional
intergroup bias

A large meta-analytic correlation between explicit and implicit atti-

tude measures of regional intergroup bias suggests that both measures largely

assess the same construct—at least in some intergroup domains—but existing

intergroup bias theory cannot explain this pattern of results. Both theory and

copious empirical evidence would seem to suggest that explicit and implicit

measures assess distinct constructs at the individual level, but two issues stand

in the way of us using information about individual-level intergroup bias to

inform our understanding of regional intergroup bias.

First, we cannot use information about individual-level intergroup bias

to draw conclusions about regional intergroup bias because levels of analysis

are conceptually distinct. To assume a relationship observed at one level

of analysis persists at other levels of analysis is to commit the ecological

fallacy (Selvin, 1958; Simpson, 1951). Instead, evidence is necessary to

determine whether a relationship observed at one level of analysis will

persist at other levels. In the classic illustration of the ecological fallacy,

American states with higher proportions of foreign-born residents had

higher literacy rates (Robinson, 1950), suggesting the counter-intuitive

conclusion that foreign-born people are more likely to be fluent in

English than native-born Americans. When the same data were examined

at the individual level, literacy rates were higher among natives than among

foreign-born people: Immigrants are more likely to settle in states with

greater educational and employment opportunities, which are also associ-

ated with greater English literacy. This illustration is not proof that a rela-

tionship at one level of analysis cannot persist at other levels; instead, it

demonstrates the hazard of assuming correspondence across levels of analysis.

Thus, we cannot assume that explicit and implicit measures of intergroup

bias will correlate similarly at individual and region levels.

Second, we cannot draw firm conclusions about regional intergroup bias

based on individual-level intergroup bias because of the disparity in internal

consistency between individual-level explicit and implicit measures. Some

implicit measures of intergroup bias, such as the IAT (Greenwald et al.,

1998) and its variants and the AMP (Payne et al., 2005) routinely demonstrate

conventionally-accepted levels of internal consistency, but other implicit

measures, such as the evaluative priming task (Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, &

Williams, 1995), implicit relational assessment procedure (Barnes-Holmes

et al., 2006), and extrinsic affective Simon task (De Houwer, 2003) do not
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(Gawronski & De Houwer, 2014; Gawronski et al., 2017; Lai & Wilson,

2021). Nevertheless, explicit measures of intergroup bias routinely demon-

strate better internal consistency than do even the most internally-consistent

implicit measures (Gawronski et al., 2017). Internal consistency imposes

an upper limit on the extent to which two measures can correlate (Nunnally,

1970; Spearman, 1904), so observed modest correlations between individual-

level measures of explicit and implicit bias cannot conclusively be interpreted

as evidence that they reflect distinct constructs. Instead, differences in internal

consistency at the individual level may be suppressing stronger correlations if

explicit and implicit measures assess the same construct.

Though issues of internal consistency confound strong conclusions about

the relationship between explicit and implicit bias at the individual level,

internal consistency is less of a problem at region levels. When intergroup

bias is operationalized as a regional construct, regional bias estimates reflect

the aggregate of the responses of many individuals living in each region. The

process of aggregation reduces unsystematic variance (e.g., random mea-

surement error) because random error cancels itself out, thereby amplifying

systematic variance (e.g., the construct of interest) and increasing the con-

sistency of estimates (Rushton et al., 1983). Thus, differences in internal

consistency pose less threat to interpreting correlations between regional

measures of explicit and implicit bias than at the individual level.

We propose that this principle of aggregation suggests a novel interpre-

tation of explicit and implicit measures of intergroup bias when they are

aggregated regionally—which, in turn, informs our understanding of the

qualitative nature of regional intergroup bias. Not only does regional aggre-

gation reduce measurement error (Rushton et al., 1983), but it also cancels

out individual differences that are not shared by residents of a region, thereby

amplifying psychological characteristics that are shared by residents of a

region. In turn, this property of aggregation raises the question: To what

extent do responses on explicit and implicit measures reflect individual dif-

ferences vs shared characteristics? A wide variety of theoretical perspectives

articulated at the individual level posit that responses on both types of inter-

group bias measures reflect mental associations between groups (e.g., Black

people; White people) and either evaluations (i.e., attitudes: good, bad) or

attributes (i.e., stereotypes: e.g., athletic, intelligent) stored in memory (e.g.,

Cunningham et al., 2007; Fazio & Towles-Schwen, 1999; Gawronski &

Bodenhausen, 2006; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Some theoretical perspec-

tives frame these associations as primarily reflecting the slow accumulation

of direct, personal experience (e.g., Greenwald & Banaji, 1995; Wilson,

Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000), whereas other perspectives conceptualize them
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to primarily reflect cultural learning (e.g., Karpinski & Hilton, 2001;

Olson & Fazio, 2004).7 Though a variety of definitions of culture exist,

several converge on the idea that culture reflects ideas, beliefs, or norms

shared by people in a geographic region (e.g., Triandis, 2002; Varnum &

Grossmann, 2017). Experiences may vary between persons (e.g., “idio-

syncratic learning histories,” Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2017, p. 269),

but culture remains relatively more stable and constant within regions.

Consequently, the process of aggregating individual measures of explicit

and implicit bias into regional estimates should cancel out unshared

individual experiences, leaving regional estimates of intergroup bias to

primarily reflect the influence of shared culture (see also Charlesworth &

Banaji, 2019).

Not only should aggregation cancel out unshared individual experiences,

but it should also cancel out individual differences that are not directly

related to intergroup bias but nevertheless influence responses on explicit

and implicit measures. Many theoretical perspectives conceptualize explicit

bias to reflect the influence of cognitive processes and other knowledge

structures that constrain the expression of biased associations, such as social

desirability and self-presentation concerns (e.g., Crandall & Eshleman, 2003;

Roese & Jamieson, 1993), or egalitarian (e.g., Devine, Plant, Amodio,

Harmon-Jones, & Vance, 2002) and system justification ( Jost, Banaji, &

Nosek, 2004) motivations. Similarly, formal mathematical modeling has

identified a variety of processes besides associations that influence res-

ponses on implicit measures, such as inhibition, responses biases, and task-

simplification strategies (e.g., Conrey, Sherman, Gawronski, Hugenberg, &

Groom, 2005; Meissner & Rothermund, 2013; Nadarevic & Erdfelder,

2011; Stahl &Degner, 2007). Some of these processes and structures may vary

between people (i.e., individual differences), but others may be common to

people within a region (i.e., group processes). From this perspective, regional

aggregation should cancel out the influence of cognitive processes and other

knowledge structures that vary between people, but amplify the influence of

processes and structures that are shared among people in a region.

In the context of intergroup bias, what cognitive processes or knowledge

structures might be shared regionally? Though we know of no research that

7 These two interpretations are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Some perspectives view personal ver-

sus cultural interpretations of associations as a false dichotomy, e.g., “Implicit attitudes, as I see it, reflect

traces of experiences within a culture that have become so integral a part of the individual’s ownmental

and social makeup that it is artificial, if not patently odd, to separate such attitudes into ‘culture’ vs ‘self’

parts.” (Banaji, 2001, p. 139).
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has investigated this question directly, it seems reasonable to posit that some

motivations may vary regionally, perhaps according to local norms. For

example, motivations to respond without prejudice (Plant & Devine,

1998) may be higher in regions that are relatively more egalitarian

(Fig. 3). To the extent that culture reflects ideas, beliefs, or norms shared

by people in a geographic region, as cultural theorists have proposed

(e.g., Triandis, 2002; Varnum & Grossmann, 2017), then motivations that

are common to a meaningful proportion of the population in a region can

reasonably be understood to reflect local culture.

Synthesizing the steps we have outlined here leads to the following con-

clusion:Whereas individual-level measures of explicit and implicit intergroup

bias reflect a combination of individual differences (e.g., Greenwald & Banaji,

1995; Wilson et al., 2000), cultural learning (e.g., Karpinski & Hilton, 2001;

Olson & Fazio, 2004), and measurement error, aggregation to region levels

attenuates the influence of individual differences and measurement error,

leaving regional estimates of both measures to primarily reflect the influence

of shared culture. Based on this reasoning, we propose that regional intergroup

bias—measured either explicitly or implicitly—reflects a construct that is

distinct from individual intergroup bias.

The perspective on regional intergroup bias that we have proposed here

is a theoretical advancement because it highlights aggregation as substan-

tively affecting the meaning of regional estimates of intergroup bias. That

said, we are certainly not the first psychological scientists to recognize aggre-

gation as meaningful rather than mundane. For example, Kurdi and Banaji

(2017) also note that regional aggregation cancels out both measurement

error and individual difference in the context of implicit bias, and

External mo�va�on to 
respond without prejudice

Internal mo�va�on to 
respond without prejudice

Fig. 3 Maps reflecting regional variation in external (left) and internal (right) motiva-
tions to respond without prejudice. Note. Maps of the motivations to respond without
prejudice (Plant & Devine, 1998), based on the responses of N¼100,262 Project Implicit
visitors. Maps were generated using the same distance-based weighting approach as in
Fig. 1 (Brenner, 2017; Ebert et al., 2022).
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Garcia-Marques, Santos, Mackie, Hagá, and Palma (2017) make a similar

observation in the context of explicit measures of stereotyping. Indeed,

the latter even go a step further, and observe that “…aggregation and can-

celation is the stuff cognition is made of” (Garcia-Marques et al., 2017,

p. 266). Thus, we join an esteemed tradition of recognizing the implications

of aggregation to provide novel insight into the qualitative nature of regional

intergroup bias.

4.1 Implications and caveats
4.1.1 Cultural consensus and social priority
Though our meta-analysis indicated a large and reliable correlation between

state-level measures of explicit and implicit attitudes, Fig. 2 indicates a

degree of heterogeneity in the magnitude of correlations across intergroup

domains. Whereas state-level measures of explicit and implicit attitudes cor-

relate strongly in the domains of sexuality, religion, race, and skin tone,

state-level correlations do not differ from zero in the domains of weight

and disability. Based on the perspective on regional intergroup bias we have

proposed here, we should expect large correlations between regional aggre-

gates of explicit and implicit measures when shared culture influences pro-

cesses that contribute to responses on both explicit and implicit measures

(e.g., associations). At the same time, we should expect small (or no) corre-

lations between regional aggregates of explicit and implicit measures either

when shared culture influences processes that contribute to responses on

only one type of measure (e.g., self-presentation concerns), or when there

is no cultural consensus on a topic. We speculate here about one mechanism

that might underlie this pattern of correlations.

Inspired by the work of Charlesworth and Banaji (2019), we begin by

proposing that variation in regional explicit/implicit correlations reflect

different levels of cultural consensus as a function of social priority.8

Charlesworth and Banaji (2019) found that implicit biases in the domains

of sexuality, race, and skin tone changed over time to become more egal-

itarian, but implicit biases in the domains of disability, age, and weight

did not. They interpreted this pattern of results to reflect differences in

the extent to which some topics vs others are prioritized in public discourse.

In support of this interpretation, they presented data on the relative fre-

quency of Google searches related to these different intergroup domains,

8 This conceptualization of cultural consensus also maps onto the construct of elaboration, which mod-

erates explicit/implicit correlations at the individual level (Nosek, 2005).
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with the idea that people will search more frequently for terms related to

concepts that are prioritized in public discourse. Charlesworth and Banaji

(2019) found that terms related to sexuality and race were searched far more

frequently than were terms related to disability, age, and weight. These

results suggest that the higher social priority of issues related to sexuality

and race leads to increased cultural consensus in these intergroup domains

relative to disability, age, and weight (cf. Levy & Banaji, 2002).

The pattern of change in individual-level intergroup biases over time

observed by Charlesworth and Banaji (2019) maps perfectly onto our find-

ings that regional explicit and implicit biases correlate more strongly in the

domains of sexuality and race than in the domains of disability, age, and

weight. Moreover, their proposed mechanism of social priority dovetails

with the arguments we put forth here to suggest that the same cultural influ-

ences that contribute to stability in individual-level intergroup biases are also

reflected in regional intergroup biases. Consequently, we synthesize their

ideas with ours to propose that when strong cultural consensus exists regard-

ing a given intergroup domain, and when this consensus influences processes

that contribute to responses on both explicit and implicit measures, then the

process of aggregation will amplify the effect of consensus in the estimates of

both explicit and implicit bias and result in large correlations between the

two measures.

We have proposed cultural consensus as a mechanism that would pro-

duce large correlations between regional measures of explicit and implicit

intergroup bias. This mechanism also suggests two possible explanations

for heterogeneity in regional evaluative correlations and for the relatively

small regional stereotype meta-analytic estimate. One explanation is that

there is relatively less public discourse about some intergroup domains than

others; without public discourse to create cultural consensus, responses on

both explicit and implicit measures will primarily reflect individual differ-

ences (e.g., individual experiences and beliefs), which will cancel out when

aggregated to region levels and result in small (or null) correlations.

Another explanation for small (or null) regional explicit/implicit corre-

lations is that public discourse in some domains creates cultural consensus

that selectively manifests on processes that influences responses on only

one type of measure (e.g., self-presentation concerns). When cultural influ-

ences are not reflected in both measures, or when different cultural influ-

ences are reflected in different measures, then the two measures will not

correspond very much, if at all. In support of this latter explanation, the cor-

relation between regional explicit and implicit weight bias does not differ
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from zero (Fig. 2), which suggests that regional aggregates of the two

measures reflect different influences. We are aware of only one published

investigation into regional weight bias: Marini et al. (2013) found that

nation-level implicit weight bias is higher in nations with more obese

populations, but nation-level explicit weight bias is unrelated to population

obesity. If our first explanation were correct—such that there was little

cultural consensus in the domain of weight—then responses on both explicit

and implicit measures of weight bias would primarily reflect individual

differences that cancel out with aggregation, and we would expect that

neither form of bias would predict outcomes. In contrast to this prediction,

Marini et al.’ (2013) findings suggest that cultural consensus about weight

manifests on processes that influence responses on implicit but not explicit

measures. Nevertheless, future research will be necessary to tease these

explanations apart, as well as to demonstrate more conclusively that public

discourse contributes to regional intergroup biases.

Though the perspective we outline here suggests two explanations for

small (or null) regional explicit/implicit correlations—lack of cultural con-

sensus, or consensus that selectively manifests on processes that do not influ-

ence responses on both types of measure—two other explanations bear

consideration. One possibility is that, rather than reflecting a lack of consen-

sus within regions, small (or null) regional explicit/implicit correlations

reflect considerable consensus across regions. For example, if explicit and/or

implicit racial bias was uniformly strong (or uniformly weak) across all

states in a nation, we would expect for the correlation between regional

aggregates of the two measures to be low because variance is a necessary

precondition for covariance. A cursory investigation into state-level vari-

ability in the Project Implicit explicit and implicit bias measures reported

in our meta-analyses indicates that standard deviations in the attitude

domain with the largest explicit/implicit correlation (Sexuality: explicit

SD¼0.13, implicit SD¼0.05) are descriptively greater than in domain with

the smallest explicit/implicit correlation (Disability: explicit SD¼0.04, implicit

SD¼0.02). However, standard deviations in the stereotype domain with the

largest explicit/implicit correlation (Gender-career: explicit SD¼0.08, implicit

SD¼0.01) are descriptively less than in the stereotype domain with the

smallest explicit/explicit correlation (Asian-foreign: explicit SD¼0.09, implicit

SD¼0.06). Given the mixed results of these relatively superficial comparisons,

the question of variability (or lack thereof ) in intergroup biases across inter-

group domains merits further, more formalized investigation.
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Another possibility is that small (or null) regional explicit/implicit

correlations reflect procedural differences between explicit and implicit

measures that affect their construct validity. For example, explicit measures

of weight bias rely on the terms “thin” and “‘fat,” whereas implicit measures

of weight bias rely on silhouettes of people with varying body sizes. Stimuli

necessarily influence the extent to which a measure assesses its intended

construct, so it is possible that regional measures of explicit and implicit

weight bias do not correlate strongly because the body shape silhouettes

do not assess the same construct as do the category labels. Of course, this

critique is potentially true of all measures and domains—including the ones

with high explicit/implicit correspondence—and, thus, is not a parsimoni-

ous explanation for the observed small (or null) correlations. Nevertheless,

future research should investigate these alternate explanations for variability

in regional explicit/implicit correspondence.

4.1.2 Does the regional perspective inform individual-level perspectives
on implicit bias?

Our perspective on regional intergroup bias is positioned to contribute to

the ongoing debate inspired by Payne and colleagues’ Bias of Crowds model

(Payne et al., 2017a) over the extent to which implicit bias is better con-

ceptualized as a property of situations, a property of individuals, or both

(e.g., Connor & Evers, 2020; Daumeyer, Rucker, & Richeson, 2017;

Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2017; Kurdi & Banaji, 2017; Rae &

Greenwald, 2017; Samayoa & Fazio, 2017). Importantly, however, this

debate is centered on implicit bias as an individual-level construct, whereas

here we focus on intergroup bias as a regional construct. Effects at one level

of analysis do not necessarily generalize to other levels (Selvin, 1958;

Simpson, 1951), and we have proposed a rationale based on aggregation that

conceptualizes regional intergroup bias and individual intergroup bias to

reflect distinct constructs. Thus, one implication of our work is that con-

clusions about the nature of individual-level intergroup bias should not

be drawn from evidence based on regional investigations. Thus, we

expressly refrain from drawing such conclusions here, and we caution other

researchers against doing so, as well.

The perspective we propose here also has implications for perspectives

on individual-level bias that rely on the principles of aggregation. For exam-

ple, Connor and Evers (2020) use real and simulated data to show that Payne

et al.’ (2017a) arguments in favor of conceptualizing implicit bias as a
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property of contexts can be explained in terms of measurement error that is

reduced through aggregation. Though Connor and Evers (2020) conclude

that “implicit bias is best understood as an individual-level construct mea-

sured with substantial error” (p. 1329), they also recognize that implicit

biases can vary regionally, in the form of individuals with similar levels of

bias clustering in groups. From this perspective, they interpret large cor-

relations between regional intergroup bias and regional outcomes (e.g.,

Hehman et al., 2019) as “artifact(s) of aggregation plus some level of sys-

tematic group-level variation.” However, regional implicit bias is not just

a less noisy version of individual-level implicit bias. Instead, regional implicit

bias reflects shared cultural influences to a greater degree, and individual

differences to a lesser degree, than does individual-level implicit bias.

Consequently, in our view individual and regional intergroup bias should

not be conceptualized as interchangeable versions of one another but,

instead, be recognized and treated as qualitative distinct constructs, to be

used appropriately when one or the other is more relevant to a particular

research question.

Our critique would also seem to apply to suggestions that aggregating the

responses of single individuals over multiple measurement occasions should

have similar effects as aggregating the responses of multiple individuals who

share a geographic region (e.g., Connor & Evers, 2020; Kurdi & Banaji,

2017; Machery, 2017). This suggestion is rooted in the idea that aggregation

would cancel out measurement error in both cases, resulting in more statis-

tically precise estimates of bias. Based on this perspective, Kurdi and Banaji

(2017) hypothesized that the large difference in predictive power between

individual-level and regional intergroup bias that Payne et al. (2017a)

observed would shrink considerably or disappear altogether if individual-

level studies relied on aggregated measures within individuals or otherwise

accounted for measurement error. However, there are several reasons we

should not expect aggregates within individuals to be conceptually similar

to aggregates within regions. First, individual aggregates would amplify

the influence of whatever is stable within individuals, but stable individual

differences are canceled out in regional aggregates if they are not also shared

among individuals within regions (e.g., idiosyncratic learning). Second,

individual aggregates would amplify the influence of whatever is stable in

the individual’s measurement context. For example, to the extent that sit-

uational cues affect concept accessibility (Payne et al., 2017a), a person

who completes an intergroup bias measure once on their multicultural col-

lege campus and again in their homogenous hometown should demonstrate
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less intergroup bias on the first than the second measurement. In contrast, a

person who completes multiple intergroup bias measures within the same

testing context should demonstrate relatively more stability across measure-

ments. Regional aggregates necessarily amplify the influence of whatever is

stable within a region, so the extent to which regional and individual aggre-

gates both reflect contextual influences depends on the stability of the indi-

vidual’s context. Third, the mere fact of completing the same intergroup bias

measure multiple times can affect responses. This phenomenon of practice

effects has been shown in the context of the IAT, such that people generally

demonstrate the strongest bias on their first IAT compared to subsequent

administrations (Greenwald et al., 2003). Aggregating responses within indi-

viduals would therefore amplify the influence of practice effects, whereas

aggregating responses within regions would not. Thus, even if an intergroup

bias measure primarily reflects contextual influences rather than individual

differences (e.g., Payne & Hannay, 2021), individual aggregates would

reflect contextual influences plus practice effects whereas regional aggregates

would reflect contextual influences. Taken together, aggregates within

individuals should reflect a different collection of influences (i.e., stable

properties of individuals, stable properties of individuals’ contexts, practice

effects) than aggregates within regions (i.e., stable properties of regions), so

they should not necessarily be expected to predict the same outcomes.

Interestingly, Payne and Hannay (2021) come to the same conclusion as

we do here about the conceptual distinction between individual and

regional aggregates, but from a different rationale. To the extent that implicit

bias is not a stable property of individuals, as they argue, then there should

be little consistency in bias within individuals for aggregation to amplify, and

aggregated repeated measures of individuals should not provide more pre-

dictive power than single measures. Indeed, Hannay and Payne (2022)

found that aggregating the responses of individuals’ implicit biases measured

repeatedly over time provides only minimal additional predictive validity

compared to a single measure. That said, Carpenter, Goedderz, and Lai

(2022) employed largely the same paradigm as did Hannay and Payne

(2022) but also statistically accounted for measurement error; they found

the opposite pattern of results, such that aggregating individuals’ repeated

responses significantly improved predictive validity over a single measure-

ment. So the jury is still out on the benefits to predictive validity of aggre-

gating implicit biases within individuals. Nevertheless, both of these

investigations aggregated individuals’ responses over only a handful of mea-

surement occasions (range: 2–6), which is orders of magnitude smaller than
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the number of responses typically reflected in regional intergroup bias aggre-

gates. Future research should continue to investigate intergroup biases

aggregated within individuals vs regions, but feasibility may ultimately pro-

hibit a true apples-to-apples comparison between individual and regional

aggregates of intergroup bias.

4.1.3 Why the geographic unit of analysis matters
Our perspective on the effects of aggregation would seem to have direct

implications for how we understand the role of the geographic unit of anal-

ysis in regional intergroup bias. For example, we observed previously that

explicit/implicit correlations increase as regional units increase in size

(Hehman et al., 2019). Usually (but not always), larger regions reflect the

responses of more people. Consequently, when relatively few responses

are aggregated into regional estimates—whether it be a geographically small

region, such as postal code, or a sparsely-populated large region, such as

Wyoming—idiosyncratic experiences and individual differences necessarily

exert relatively more influence on the estimate of regional bias compared

to shared cultural influences. Different individual differences influence

responses on explicit vs implicit measures (e.g., self-presentation concerns

vs task-set simplification strategies, respectively), which—along with the

presence of relatively more measurement error in implicit measures—

attenuates correlations between the two measures when regional estimates

reflect relatively few responses. In contrast, when relatively more responses

are aggregated into regional estimates—whether it be a densely-populated

small region, such as Singapore, or a geographically large region, such as

a nation—idiosyncratic experiences, individual differences, and measure-

ment error are canceled out to a greater degree relative to shared cultural

influences, which results in larger correlations between measures.

Taken together, our predictions and observations suggest that there is

not a “right” geographic unit or sample size for regional intergroup bias

research. Because aggregation reduces statistical noise, we should expect

the precision of regional intergroup bias estimates to increase with the

number of observations per regional unit. However, the precision of an

estimate also depends on the strength of the underlying signal: In general,

we should expect regional estimates to be more precise in domains with

greater vs less cultural consensus. Consequently, a small sample may produce

precise estimates in a domain that is characterized by a high degree of

cultural consensus, but even a very large sample may not produce precise

estimates of regional intergroup bias in a domain that is characterized by
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a low degree of cultural consensus. Thus, we should expect regional esti-

mates of intergroup bias to have the greatest precision when two criteria

are met:

• when there is greater social consensus in the domain/topic; and

• when there are more observations to amplify social consensus and

minimize measurement error and individual differences.

We acknowledge that these two criteria are very subjective: How much

social consensus is sufficient? How many observations are sufficient? We

hope that future research will help us to articulate these guidelines more

concretely. For example, the published literature on regional intergroup bias

will soon reach the point that it is ready to bemeta-analyzed. Ameta-analysis

may identify an average effect size of regional intergroup bias, and moder-

ators such as intergroup domain, geographic unit, or others that increase or

decrease this average effect size—which in turn would provide a degree of

objective precision to our currently subjective criteria. Such a meta-analysis

would seem to be a very fruitful direction for future research.

5. Regional intergroup bias: Next steps forward

The perspectives proposed here about aggregation changing the

qualitative nature of measures of intergroup bias suggest new directions

for intergroup bias research. With new opportunities come new questions

to be answered and new problems to be solved. In this section we discuss

what are, in our view, some of the important challenges that regional inter-

group bias research will need to address in moving forward—and, when

possible, we propose solutions. This section is generally organized according

to topics related to: predicting outcomes and inferring causality; constructs,

measures, and data sources; and levels of analysis.

5.1 Predicting outcomes and inferring causality
5.1.1 Converging evidence across explicit and implicit intergroup bias

measures
In domains where explicit and implicit measures of regional intergroup bias

correlate strongly, as revealed by our meta-analyses, the two types of mea-

sures largely assess the same construct and therefore should be expected to

predict the same outcomes. Indeed, this pattern of results can be observed in

the published literature. Among 16 investigations that modeled explicit and

implicit bias separately in the domains of sexuality or race—which correlate
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at rs¼0.94, 0.86, respectively, in our meta-analysis—each form of bias

predicted the same outcome of interest in thirteen (81%) of them (Chin

et al., 2020; Ekstrom et al., 2022; Hehman et al., 2019; Johnson &

Chopik, 2019; Leitner et al., 2018; Ofosu et al., 2019; O’Shea, Watson,

Brown, & Fincher, 2019; Pearman, 2021; Rae et al., 2015; Stelter et al.,

2022)9. In contrast, all three of the investigations that modeled both forms

of bias separately in domains where our meta-analyses revealed small

correlations—weight (r ¼0.06) and Asian-foreign stereotypes (r ¼0.16)—

regional explicit and implicit bias did not predict the same outcomes

(Devos & Sadler, 2019; Devos et al., 2021; Marini et al., 2013). Thus,

and perhaps unsurprisingly, regional explicit/implicit correspondence

appears to determine the extent to which implicit vs explicit measures of

regional bias predict the same outcomes.

When regional measures of explicit and implicit regional intergroup

bias are modeled separately, a relatively consistent pattern of results

emerges, such that both measures generally predict the same outcomes

in domains with high regional explicit/implicit correspondence, but con-

sistently do not predict the same outcomes in domains with low regional

explicit/implicit correspondence. However, a more mixed pattern of

results emerges when regional explicit and implicit bias are modeled

together.10 Of nine investigations that model both forms of bias together

in the domains of race or sexuality, only explicit bias predicted the

outcome of interest in five of them (Leitner et al., 2016a; Orchard &

Price, 2017; Stelter et al., 2022)11, only implicit bias predicted the

outcome of interest in two of them (Hehman et al., 2018; Miller et al.,

2016), and both forms of bias simultaneously predicted the outcome of

9 Chin et al. (2020) and Hehman et al. (2019) each report two investigations in which explicit and

implicit bias are modeled separately, and in these cases both forms of bias predicted the same out-

comes. Johnson and Chopik (2019) report four analyses in which explicit and implicit bias are

modeled separately: in two cases both forms of bias predicted the same outcomes, and in two cases

only explicit bias predicted outcomes.
10 Riddle and Sinclair (2019) do not fit cleanly into either of these summaries because they modeled

explicit and implicit bias both separately and together to predict five different outcomes in two sep-

arate waves of data. In the analyses where explicit and implicit bias were modeled separately, explicit

bias predicted nine of 10 outcomes and implicit bias predicted four of 10 outcomes. In the analyses

where explicit and implicit bias were modeled together, explicit bias predicted seven of 10 outcomes

and implicit bias predicted no outcomes.
11 Leitner et al. (2016a) and Orchard and Price (2017) each report two investigations in which explicit

and implicit bias are modeled together, and in these cases only explicit bias predicted the outcomes of

interest.
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interest in one of them (Leitner et al., 2016b).12 This relatively hetero-

geneous pattern of results may reflect the fact that both forms of bias

largely provide redundant information about the outcome (i.e., are

multicollinear), which can lead to Type II error (Lavery, Acharya,

Sivo, & Xu, 2019). Given that correlations between regional explicit

and implicit intergroup bias depends both on the domain (as our meta-

analyses indicate) and on the unit of analysis (Hehman et al., 2019), future

regional intergroup bias research should include standard multicollinearity

checks (e.g., variance inflation factor) or latent factor modeling in order to

safeguard the predictive validity of their statistical models.

5.1.2 Establishing causal evidence
Any mature science will ultimately want to identify causal relationships.

However, to date, almost all regional intergroup bias research has relied

on correlational analytic methods that provide limited evidence for causality.

That such large-scale studies employ correlational analyses is perhaps

unsurprising, given available observational data and the logistical and ethical

challenges associated with conducting experiments at region levels.

Nevertheless, correlational approaches necessarily constrain conclusions that

can be drawn about causality, so regional intergroup bias researchers may

seek alternate approaches to infer causal relationships.

When regional data has been collected over time, researchers can apply

longitudinal designs to reveal trends over time (Fig. 4) that can provide

relatively strong evidence for causality. We applied such an approach to

examine the extent to which government legislation influenced the attitudes

of citizens in the context of same-sex marriage (Ofosu et al., 2019). Our lon-

gitudinal design takes advantage of the quasi-experimental manner in which

marriage-equality legalization unfolded on a state-by-state basis across the

United States over the course of several decades. Comparing trends in bias

before vs after legalization, we found that the rate at which attitudes toward

gay people were becoming more egalitarian increased after relative to before

legalization, regardless of when same-sex marriage was legalized in any given

state. Despite the correlational nature of these data, this multiple-groups,

staggered-treatment, pre-post design provides relatively strong evidence

of a causal relationship (i.e., that legislation influenced bias). However, this

12 We are aware of only one investigation that included both forms of bias in the samemodel in a domain

other than race or sexuality: when both forms of bias are modeled together in the domain of

Gender-science stereotypes (r¼0.29), only implicit gender stereotypes predict the outcome of interest

(Nosek et al., 2009).
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Fig. 4 Explicit preferences for heterosexual vs gay people over time, by U.S. state. Note.
This figure illustrates the substantial between- and within-state heterogeneity in explicit
sexuality bias over time. Higher values reflect greater evaluative preference for hetero-
sexual vs gay people.
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approach is still limited in that it does not speak to the reverse relationship,

that changes in anti-gay bias also influenced legislation, nor can it examine

reciprocal relationships between legislation and bias. Other approaches

allow for greater causal inference from correlational data, and future regional

intergroup bias research might rely on auto-regressive latent growth curve

modeling (Berry &Willoughby, 2017), panel vector autoregression model-

ing (e.g., G€otz et al., 2021; G€otz, Gosling, & Rentfrow, 2022), other

longitudinal analyses from the cross-lag family of models (e.g., Grimm,

Helm, Rodgers, & O’Rourke, 2021; Usami, Murayama, & Hamaker,

2019), or instrumental variable estimation (Angrist & Pischke, 2008).

5.1.3 Cultural influence and cultural relevance
To the extent that regional intergroup bias largely reflects shared culture, we

can speculate about factors that moderate the relationship between regional

intergroup biases and regional outcomes. For example, if different groups of

people vary in their influence on regional culture, we should expect that the

biases of groups of people within a region will predict outcomes as a function

of that group’s influence on regional culture, and also as a function of the

relevance to the outcome. For example, we found that disproportionate

use of lethal force against Black people by police is related to the regional

biases of White but not Black people (Hehman et al., 2018). This pattern

of results may suggest that White people exert more influence on police

officers’ behavior, or on the structures and institutions that influence police

officers’ behavior, than do Black people—or, conversely, that police offi-

cers’ behavior more strongly influences the biases of White people than

of Black people. On the other side of this coin, Price, McKetta, et al.

(2021) and Price, Weisz, et al. (2021) found that psychotherapy inter-

ventions are less effective for Black but not White youth in more racist

regions, and are less effective for girls but not boys in more sexist regions.

To the extent that Black people are more affected by racism than are

White people, and girls are more affected by sexism than are boys, this pat-

tern of results would seem to indicate that the predictive validity of regional

intergroup biases depends on the relevance of the bias to the outcome. As

regional intergroup bias continues to grow as an area of research, and a

nomological network of associated effects grows with it, we hope that the-

ory will develop in its ability to better predict when and for whom regional

biases are related to outcomes.
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5.1.4 Intergroup bias as a cause vs consequence
In laboratory-based, experimental intergroup bias research, independent and

dependent variables can easily be distinguished from one another: the inde-

pendent variable is manipulated (e.g., assigning participants to different

bias-reduction interventions), and the dependent variable is measured

(e.g., scores on an IAT). However, all variables are usually measured in

regional intergroup bias research, so the line between bias and the conse-

quence of bias can become blurred. For example, if regional intergroup bias

as a construct primarily reflects shared culture, as we argue here, then

regional bias manifest as prejudice would be a consequence of culture.

However, to the extent that regional intergroup bias is related to discrimi-

natory behaviors that happen within regions (e.g., disparate police shoot-

ings), then bias either causes the discriminatory behaviors or both bias

and the behaviors reflect an unobserved third variable (as is possible in all

correlational research).

In some cases, temporal precedence can provide suggestive evidence for

one causal pathway over the reverse. For example, estimates of regional

racial bias from the early 21st century are higher in areas of America that

had relatively higher enslaved populations before the Civil War in the

mid-19th century (Payne et al., 2019), which suggests that historical struc-

tures influence present-day intergroup biases rather than the impossibility

that present-day intergroup biases influenced historical structures. But in

many other investigations of regional intergroup bias, evidence for temporal

precedence or other indices of causality is less straightforward.

With this limitation in mind, we sought to identify characteristics of the

environment that are related to regional intergroup bias but are logically

unlikely to be direct consequences of bias (Hehman, Ofosu, &

Calanchini, 2020). We began by compiling a very large dataset of environ-

mental attributes (N>800) based on administrative data reflecting popula-

tion demographics, health and healthcare metrics, topographical features,

weather, temperature, and crime.We excluded variables that could plausibly

be expected to be the direct or indirect by-products of intergroup biases, as

well as variables whose temporal precedence to bias could not be clearly

established. Then, we applied modern model-selection techniques to the

administrative dataset to develop parsimonious predictive models of regional

explicit and implicit measures of race-, religious-, sexuality-, age-, and

health-based intergroup biases. We found that human features of the envi-

ronment (e.g., commute length; availability of mental health providers) and

events in the environment (e.g., rates of premature deaths; rates of obesity)

consistently predicted biases (Fig. 5). Moreover, these data-driven statistical
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models of environmental features predicted up to 62% of variance in

regional intergroup biases, and predicted significantly more variance in

regional biases than basic regional demographics alone. Though this

approach does not position us to make strong claims about causality (e.g.,

that regions are more biased because of poor urban planning that results

in longer commute lengths), it nevertheless brings us closer to inferring

causality by identifying environmental characteristics that are related to

regional intergroup bias but are unlikely to be direct consequences of bias.

Like in all correlational research, distinguishing causes from conse-

quences will continue to be an issue in regional intergroup bias research.

Moreover, in many cases the causal relationship between bias and conse-

quences of bias is likely bi-directional, such that regional prejudice causes

regional discrimination and regional discrimination reinforces regional

prejudice. Nevertheless, our findings help to pave the way for more precise

theorizing about causal mechanisms underlying regional intergroup bias.

5.2 Advancing beyond specific constructs, measures,
and data sources

Themajority of research to date examining regional intergroup bias has been

based on data from the same source: Project Implicit. Project Implicit has

existed since 2002 as a demonstration website, measuring visitors’ attitudes
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Fig. 5 Regional variation in mental health providers in the United States as a function of
sexuality bias. Note. Regional units are core-based statistical areas. Darker blue regions
reflect fewer mental health providers. Darker orange regions reflect more anti-gay sex-
uality bias. Darkest brown regions reflect the fewest mental health providers and the
most anti-gay sexuality bias.
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and stereotypes across a wide variety of domains. Without question,

Project Implicit has transformed psychological science by providing resear-

chers with access to samples that are orders of magnitude larger than any

lab-based study could provide. Additionally, the Project Implicit sample

is far more diverse than a typical sample of university undergraduates on

the dimensions of race/ethnicity, age, political orientation, socio-economic

status, and educational background. Because the demographics collected by

Project Implicit include geolocation information, data can be readily aggre-

gated into regional estimates.

Not only has most regional intergroup bias research to date relied on data

from Project Implicit, but—as our literature review indicates—it has also

largely focused on Black/White racial bias in American samples. This focus

on one population, one construct, and one data source limits the generaliz-

ability of findings. Fortunately, other large-scale, geographically-rich

datasets exist. For example, in the United States, the American National

Election Studies (https://electionstudies.org), the General Social Survey

(https://gss.norc.org/), the Public Religion Research Institute (https://

www.prri.org), and the Pew Charitable Trust (https://www.pewresearch.

org) routinely collect measures of intergroup bias along with geographic

information. Similar sources of information are available in the World

Values Survey (https://www.worldvaluessurvey.org), which spans nearly

100 countries, as well as in the European Social Survey (https://www.

europeansocialsurvey.org) and the European Values Study (https://

europeanvaluesstudy.eu). For the purposes of regional intergroup bias

research, these data sets are somewhat limited because they generally contain

cruder measures of intergroup biases (e.g., single-item), fewer observations

per geographic unit, and coarser spatial resolution (i.e., reflecting larger

rather than smaller areas) than are available from Project Implicit. That said,

these alternative data sources often reflect representative samples, and can be

used in conjunction withmore psychologically-focused data in order to pro-

vide converging evidence from multiple, independent sources. In Ofosu

et al. (2019), we adopted this approach by first demonstrating a relationship

between same-sex marriage legalization and state-level sexuality biases using

data from Project Implicit, and then replicated our finding using data from

the American National Election Studies.

Though the majority of regional intergroup bias research has relied on

data from Project Implicit, several studies have incorporated data from other

sources and may provide fruitful templates for future research. For example,

in Esposito and Calanchini (2022) we examined person-environment fit in
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the context of sexuality: we used Project Implicit visitors’ responses to index

sexuality attitudes, and operationalized regional gay friendliness using

nationally-representative data from the Public Religion Research Institute

that assessed support for policies related to sexual minorities (e.g.,

same-sex marriage legalization). Miller et al. (2016) went a step further

and collected their own data to examine the relationship between

community-level biases and the well-being of people living with HIV.

They recruited people living with HIV through clinics across New

England, and recruiting community members through random-digit tele-

phone dialing. In contrast to Miller et al.’ (2016) relatively more traditional

(and resource-intensive) approach to collecting regional data, Kunst et al.

(2017) studied relationships among regional intergroup bias, violence, and

economic inequality using crowd-sourcing platforms. Specifically, they

collected data through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, and set a threshold of

100 responses per state, which they achieved in 30 states.

Another approach advocated by Rentfrow (2010) and Rentfrow and

Jokela (2016) is to combine data collected from different laboratories, and

operationalize collection site as the unit of analysis. Vuletich and Payne

(2019) adopted a version of this approach, using data that were originally

collected by Lai et al. (2016) as part of a multi-labs effort across

17 American universities, which were initially analyzed with the individual

participant as the unit of analysis. Vuletich and Payne (2019) re-analyzed

these data, aggregating individual responses into university-level estimates,

to examine the relationship between university structural features (e.g., fac-

ulty diversity; presence of confederate monuments) and regional racial bias.

Hatzenbuehler et al. (2021) also relied on this approach: they re-analyzed

neuroimaging data from the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development

study, aggregated to the level of the collection site, to examine the relation-

ship between children’s neurodevelopment and regional racial bias.

A handful of studies have formalized this re-analysis approach to regional

intergroup bias research by conducting spatial meta-analyses ( Johnson,

Cromley, & Marrouch, 2017). A spatial meta-analysis is similar to a tradi-

tional meta-analysis, but also includes geolocation information for each

effect reflected in the meta-analysis. Price, Weisz, et al. (2021) (see also

Price, McKetta, et al., 2021) provide an exemplary demonstration of using

spatial meta-analysis to re-analyze laboratory-based data at the region level.

To investigate the extent to which regional intergroup bias moderated the

effects of psychotherapy interventions among youth, they drew more than

2000 effect sizes reflecting psychotherapy efficacy from existing literature,
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and also recorded the racial demographics of each sample (i.e., majority

Black; majority White) and the location (i.e., U.S. state) of the laboratory

that collected each sample. Then, to operationalize state-level racism, they

standardized and aggregated a composite of items related to Black/White

intergroup relations from three sources: the American National Election

Studies, the General Social Survey, and Project Implicit. Their meta-analysis

revealed that state-level racism and racial demographics interacted to mod-

erate the efficacy of psychotherapy. Given that intergroup bias has been

studied in laboratories for decades and has produced a vast literature, spatial

meta-analysis would seem to be an especially promising approach for future

research.

As multi-lab efforts become more common, scientific norms continue

to move toward open science practices, and infrastructure like the

Psychological Science Accelerator (e.g., Moshontz et al., 2018) continue

to develop, these kinds of re-analyses are positioned to advance research

on regional intergroup bias. As an added benefit, re-analyses approaches such

as these help to ameliorate concerns about the quality of regional data, which

are often collected online: Whereas researchers cannot control (or even

know) the conditions under which online participants complete experimen-

tal tasks (e.g., in a busy coffee shop; while watching TV), laboratory data is

often collected under very controlled conditions, which may reduce noise

and, thus, increase statistical power.

5.2.1 American National Election Studies and the affect misattribution
procedure

In order for regional intergroup bias research to continue to advance, it cannot

be based so heavily on a single data source (i.e., Project Implicit). Such

disproportionate dependence on one data source—albeit a very large, psycho-

logically comprehensive, and relatively diverse data source—limits the exter-

nal validity of existing regional intergroup bias research. Moreover, in relying

so heavily on data from Project Implicit, extant regional research on implicit

bias specifically can also be characterized as the study of the IAT:We are aware

of only one example of regional intergroup bias research that focused on

implicit bias but did not use data from Project Implicit (Miller et al., 2016),

and even that study used an IAT.

Other implicit measures, such as sequential priming tasks (e.g., Fazio

et al., 1995; Payne et al., 2005), aim to assess the same construct as the

IAT: mental associations. However, the IAT differs both procedurally and

conceptually from sequential priming tasks, and task demands necessarily
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dictate which cognitive processes drive responses (Payne, Burkley, & Stokes,

2008). For example, the IAT relies on category labels whereas sequential

priming tasks generally do not, and category salience moderates implicit

bias at the individual level (Olson & Fazio, 2003). Thus, the generalizability

of regional intergroup bias findings to other operationalizations of implicit

bias besides the IAT is an open question.

Here, we begin to investigate regional intergroup bias operationalized in

terms of other implicit measures. We relied on nationally-representative

data collected by the 2008 American National Election Studies (ANES)

Time Series Study. As an implicit measure of intergroup bias, this wave

of the ANES included an affect misattribution procedure (AMP: Payne

et al., 2005) assessing evaluations of Black and White people. As an explicit

measure of intergroup bias, it included feeling thermometers assessing

evaluations of Black and White people.

The AMP is typically scored in terms of proportion of “more pleasant” vs

“less pleasant” responses to neutral Chinese pictograph target images that

follow prime pictures of White people and, separately, Black people. For

each ANES respondent, we subtracted the proportion of “more pleasant”

Black responses from the proportion of “more pleasant” White responses

to create a difference score that is analogous to the IAT D score

(Greenwald et al., 2003), such that higher scores reflect more positive

evaluations of White people relative to Black people. We subtracted each

respondent’s response on the Black feeling thermometer from their response

on the White feeling thermometer.

In this sample of N¼2040 ANES respondents, individual-level implicit

racial bias (M¼0.13, SD ¼0.24), correlated with explicit racial bias

(M¼1.17, SD ¼19.72) at r ¼0.31, 95% CI [0.27, 0.34], which closely

aligns with the meta-analytic correlation between the AMP and explicit atti-

tude measures (r ¼0.30, 95% CI [0.25, 0.35]) reported by Cameron,

Brown-Iannuzzi, and Payne (2012). Additionally, based on each partici-

pant’s self-reported location information, we aggregated AMP difference

scores and feeling thermometer difference scores into state-level estimates

(N ¼34). At the state level, with 5000 bias-corrected bootstraps we esti-

mated the relationship between implicit (M ¼0.10, SD ¼0.04) and explicit

racial bias (M ¼0.51, SD ¼5.95) as r ¼0.53, 95% CI [0.24, 0.74]. This rep-

licates the pattern of results we have observed in our own research (Hehman

et al., 2019; Ofosu et al., 2019), in that the correlation between explicit and

implicit bias increases as the regional unit of analysis increases in size. In turn,

these results suggest that the benefits of aggregation to explicit/implicit
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correspondence are not limited to a single implicit measure (i.e., the IAT) or

to a single participant sample (i.e., Project Implicit visitors). However, the

correlation between explicit and implicit racial bias in the ANES sample is

not reliably different between individual (r ¼0.31) vs state levels (r ¼0.53)

of analysis, based on a two- tailed Fisher r-to-z transformation, z ¼�1.49,

P ¼0.136, 95% CI of difference [�0.43, 0.08]. That said, this ANES sample

is far smaller than the Project Implicit race sample, both in terms of number

of participants (Ns¼2040 vs 3,179,403, respectively) and number of states

(Ns¼34 vs 51, respectively). In light of these differences, we are hesitant to

over-interpret this apparent null difference between levels of analysis in the

ANES sample. Nevertheless, these findings represent an important initial

investigation into regional intergroup bias in data from sources other than

Project Implicit, and from measures other than the IAT.

5.2.2 Project Implicit vs the American National Election Studies
Given that such a large proportion of the published regional intergroup

bias literature reflects a single participant sample and a single measure

(i.e., Project Implicit and the IAT), we also examined the extent to which

regional intergroup bias corresponds across participant samples and mea-

sures. We reported initial evidence on this point in Ofosu et al. (2019),

with state-level estimates of sexuality feeling thermometers from Project

Implicit and the ANES correlating at r¼0.75. Here, we extend this

investigation to implicit measures by correlating state-level racial IAT esti-

mates from Project Implicit with state-level AMP estimates from the ANES.

The ANES data were collected in 2008, so we restricted the Project Implicit

data to responses collected in 2008.

Among the 34 states common to both datasets, state-level AMP and IAT

correlated with 5000 bias-corrected bootstraps at r ¼0.33, 95% CI [0.05,

0.56]. This correlation aligns with an individual-level correlation between

the AMP and IAT of r ¼0.30 (Bar-Anan & Nosek, 2014), but is far smaller

than the r ¼0.75 correlation between state-level explicit bias measures

we observed previously in the same two data sources (Ofosu et al., 2019).

However, the feeling thermometers used by Project Implicit and the

ANES are structurally identical, whereas the IAT and AMP differ in many

ways. A conservative interpretation of this finding is that regional implicit

bias operationalized in terms of the IAT vs AMP reflect distinct constructs.

Future research should continue to investigate regional implicit bias opera-

tionalized across different measures.
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5.3 Connecting levels of analysis
Regional intergroup bias research will be advanced to the extent that it can

be connected to, and integrated with, intergroup bias research at the indi-

vidual level. Importantly, making inferences about one level of analysis based

on findings at a different level of analysis can lead to incorrect conclusions

(Selvin, 1958; Simpson, 1951); in contrast, synthesizing findings from mul-

tiple levels of analysis conceptually maps onto Sakaluk’s (2016) approach of

“exploring small, confirming big” to advance cumulative and replicable

psychological research. When questions related to intergroup bias have

been investigated at both individual and region levels, the degree to which

findings converge vs conflict across levels of analysis can contribute to the

development of comprehensive theory that spans levels of analysis.

A few examples already exist in the published intergroup bias literature

that include both individual and region levels. In two correlational studies,

Bell et al. (2021) showed that individuals with higher levels of racial bias

report less willingness to adopt a Black child, and that Black children are

adopted from foster care at lower rates in states with higher levels of racial

bias. O’Shea et al.’ (2019) investigated the relationship between racial bias

and disease threat, presenting correlational evidence that regional racial bias

among Project Implicit visitors is higher in states with higher rates of infec-

tious disease, along with experimental evidence that exposing individuals to

disease-related information increased their racial biases. Similarly, Jimenez

et al. (2021) explored prejudicial reactions to the removal of Native

American mascots, presenting correlational evidence that regional bias

against Native Americans increased following the removal of Native

American sports mascots, along with experimental evidence in the context

of a hypothetical legal scenario that exposing individuals to information

about a Native American mascot removal increased their punitive judg-

ments against a Native American. Not only does this multi-level approach

help to avoid the ecological fallacy by testing rather than assuming corre-

spondence between levels, but it also capitalizes on the strengths of both

regional data (i.e., ecological validity) and experimental data (i.e., internal

validity) to provide strong evidence for claims.

Whereas O’Shea et al.’ (2019) and Jimenez et al.’ (2021) work provides

converging evidence across levels of analysis, Marini et al. (2013) found

diverging evidence: nations with more overweight residents have higher

average levels of bias in favor of thin vs overweight people, but over-

weight individuals have lower levels of bias in favor of thin vs overweight

people. Based on the perspective we have proposed in this chapter, one
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interpretation of this pattern of results is that the processes that are relatively

more strongly reflected in regional aggregates of bias (e.g., cultural norms)

are positively related to the proportion of thin vs overweight people in the

region, whereas the processes that are relatively more strongly reflected in

individual estimates of bias (e.g., idiosyncratic experiences; individual differ-

ences) are negatively related to the proportion of thin vs overweight people

near the individual. Regardless of its’ underlying mechanism, this pattern of

results underscores the importance of testing rather than assuming corre-

spondence across levels (Selvin, 1958; Simpson, 1951).

Though there is clear value in testing hypotheses at multiple levels of

analysis within the same package of studies, findings can also be synthesized

across publications that reflect programs of research that were conducted at

different levels. For example, the relationship between racial bias and shoot-

ing decisions identified in an experimental laboratory task (e.g., Correll,

Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002) dovetails with our findings based on

police use of force in American communities (Hehman et al., 2018)—which

suggests that the relationship between racial bias and lethal force persists

across individual and regional levels of analysis (see also Payne & Correll,

2020). That said, findings at one level of analysis can inform findings at

another level of analysis only if the construct is valid at both levels of analysis.

Measures of explicit and implicit intergroup bias were initially developed

based on individual-level theory and validated on individual-level data.

However, to date, construct validity evidence only exists for Black-

White racial bias as a regional construct (Hehman et al., 2019). Of the

32 published empirical findings we review in this chapter, 22 (68.75%) focus

on racial bias, and the other 10 findings are spread across a half dozen inter-

group domains. Consequently, additional validation research is necessary

before there is sufficient evidence to draw strong conclusions about the

construct validity of regional intergroup bias in domains other than race.

As a final point on the topic of relationships between levels of analysis, an

open question remains whether measures at one level should predict out-

comes at another level, e.g., regional bias predicting individual behavior

(or vice versa). A relatively intuitive prediction might be that, given that

levels of analysis are conceptually distinct, conceptual correspondence sug-

gests that regional biases should predict regional outcomes better than indi-

vidual outcomes, and that individual biases should predict individual

outcomes better than regional outcomes. However, as we argue in this

chapter, regional bias estimates cancel out measurement error, minimize

individual differences, and amplify shared cultural influences. From this
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perspective, regional bias estimates should be expected to predict individual

outcomes if those outcomes reflect a significant degree of shared cultural

influences. For example, to the extent that there are cultural differences

in food preferences, such that the average American likes their food spicier

than does the average German, regional attitudes toward food spiciness

should be expected to predict at least some variance in an individual’s

spicy-food consumption. Of course, this example is not intended to suggest

that individual differences in preferences do not influence individual behav-

iors: some Germans like their food spicier than some Americans do. Instead,

to the extent that an individual behavior reflects any substantial degree of

cultural influence, then a regional estimate should predict that behavior.

Our own recent research provides an example of individual/regional

cross-level effects. In Esposito and Calanchini (2022), we examined the

extent to which regional gay friendliness and individuals’ sexuality attitudes

and sexual orientation are related to migration. We found that straight peo-

ple migrated as a function of both their individual sexuality attitudes and

regional gay friendliness, such that straight people with relatively

pro-straight attitudes migrated to places that were low in gay friendliness

but straight people with relatively pro-gay attitudes migrated to places that

were high in gay friendliness. In contrast, lesbian, gay, and bisexual people

migrated as a function of regional gay friendliness, to destinations that were

relatively high in gay friendliness, regardless of their own sexuality attitudes.

This example demonstrates two possible cross-level effects: individual and

regional factors jointly predicted straight people’s migration, whereas

regional factors predicted lesbian, gay, and bisexual people’s migration.

Building on this illustrative demonstration, future research should continue

to investigate relationships between biases and outcomes at multiple levels of

analysis.

5.4 With great statistical power comes great statistical
responsibility

The datasets used in most regional intergroup bias research to date have been

orders of magnitude larger than those typically used in laboratory-based

research. Indeed, even the smallest of the publicly-available Project

Implicit datasets we report here (i.e., religion) reflects the responses of over

100,000 participants. The primary benefit of these large samples is that,

when aggregated to region levels, they can provide very precise estimates

of regional bias—which, in turn, increases statistical power to detect effects

by reducing measurement error. That said, the large samples often used in
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regional analyses do not automatically bias results toward statistical signifi-

cance. Indeed, in the discriminant validity analyses reported by Hehman

et al. (2019), Payne et al. (2019), and Riddle and Sinclair (2019), regional

bias predicts theoretically-related outcomes but not theoretically-unrelated

outcomes—which illustrates that well-powered regional analyses are not

necessarily biased toward statistical significance.

Moreover, statistical power is conceptualized differently when the units

of analysis reflect aggregated observations. In the context of regional aggre-

gation, statistical power depends in part on the amount of variance between

vs within regions, i.e., the intraclass correlation coefficient. Researchers can

calculate an “effective sample size” (Rao & Scott, 1992) by dividing the

number of regional units by the intraclass correlation coefficient.13 For

example, a regional analysis of American states would have a maximum

of 50 units of analysis. Current scientific best practices, derived from

research on individuals, suggests that a sample of 50 participants is too

small to reliably detect most psychological effects (Cohen, 1992; da Silva

Frost & Ledgerwood, 2020; Sch€onbrodt & Perugini, 2013). However, if

20% of the overall variance in a regional measure of prejudice reflects

between-state variance, then the effective sample size of the regional analysis

(50/0.20¼250) would provide roughly the same statistical power as a study

with 250 unclustered observations.

To the extent that aggregation increases statistical power by reducing

measurement error and increasing the effective sample size, regional inter-

group bias effects may easily be distinguished from zero (i.e., statistically

significant), even when the effects are very small effects in absolute

value. A body of literature characterized by significant effects that are not

necessarily large may be undesirable to researchers, practitioners, or policy

makers who prioritize the impact (i.e., effect size) of scientific findings.

One solution to this situation is to identify a priori a smallest effect size of

interest (Lakens, Scheel, & Isager, 2018) and then only interpret effects of

that size or larger. A drawback to this approach is that some statistically-small

effects may have societally-large effects (G€otz et al., 2021, 2022), especially
when they affect a single person repeatedly, or when they affect many people

simultaneously (Greenwald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2015). Rosenthal (1990)

provides the classic illustration of this point: The effect size of aspirin on

reducing heart attacks is r¼0.035, which would be considered negligible

by conventional effect size standards (e.g., Cohen, 1992) and, thus, smaller

13 The equation given in the text is an approximation of the design effect formula (Higgins et al., 2019).
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than the smallest effect size of interest that most researchers would choose to

investigate or interpret. However, regular doses of aspirin would prevent

hundreds of thousands of heart attacks (Greenwald et al., 2015), and are

overwhelmingly endorsed by physicians. In fact, when doctors originally

became aware of this effect, the clinical trials were halted because the

researchers considered it unethical to continue without offering this

treatment to participants in the placebo and control groups. Thus, the

statistically-small effect of aspirin on reducing heart attacks translates into

a societally-large effect.

To the extent that regional intergroup bias reflects shared culture, as we

argue, it is especially likely to affect a single person repeatedly, and affect

many people simultaneously. Though some effects identified using a

regional approach may ultimately turn out to be relatively inconsequential,

we argue that it is too early for research in this area to say for certain which

effects (and which effect sizes) are meaningful at the society level.

Consequently, we do not yet advocate that researchers ignore effects that

are below a certain size. Instead, future research into the moderators, mech-

anisms, and motivations underlying regional intergroup bias may help us to

understand when and how small aggregate effects translate into

societally-significant outcomes, and will aid the field in determining what

is meaningful.

6. Conclusion

As regional intergroup bias research continues to advance, it will con-

tribute to a growing body of research on macropsychological constructs. For

example, self-esteem (Bleidorn et al., 2016), ideology (Motyl, Iyer, Oishi,

Trawalter, & Nosek, 2014), and personality (Rentfrow et al., 2008) are

all individual-level psychological constructs that have been studied at region

levels. In this chapter we have outlined a theoretical perspective specifically

focused on regional intergroup bias. Future research should investigate the

extent to which specific models, like ours and those of Murphy, Kroeper,

and Ozier (2018), Murphy & Walton, 2013 and Payne et al. (2017a), vs

seemingly-more parsimonious, general-purpose models (e.g., Rentfrow

et al., 2008) can best account for different aspects of macropsychological

constructs.

Research on regional intergroup biases has helped to shed psychological

insight on important large-scale outcomes. This small-but-growing area of

study has proved especially fruitful for studying phenomena that are
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infrequent or otherwise difficult to recreate in the laboratory, typically

with relatively high degrees of ecological validity, statistical power, and

generalizability. Just as science-fiction writer N. K. Jemison set her

Broken Earth trilogy in a world where “places have a mind of their own”

( Jemisin, 2019, p. xiii), we hope that our work will help future regional

intergroup bias researchers to connect psychology to places. In highlighting

the role of culture in regional intergroup bias, we join a growing body of

psychology-focused research recognizing the structural and institutional

contributions to intergroup bias.With an eye to the future, we have outlined

a new perspective on regional intergroup bias in hopes of inspiring and

advancing further research that is theoretically and empirically rigorous

and societally consequential.
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